
Current flow 

 

Note that the Unit Leader has signed indicating that he met with the Scout and approved his working on this badge. 

The parent presses the Invite Button. 

 

Parent receives a screen he doesn’t fully understand the implications of and allows parent to create all kinds of potential 

problems for Troop Admins, etc. Why should they be messing about in here when you have a much better solution? 

Parent clicks on the Add button as he has been instructed. 



 

Parent says what now, do I try to find Bill B**** or add him by filling out all these fields. Parent tries to locate counselor 

by entering first name of Bill and pressing Search. Nothing happens, what the heck, he adds last name and gets “Bill 

B****m”, fortunately when he selects him he gets a message that this “counselor cannot approve any merit badges this 

Scout is working on.” He’s not sure why but he calls someone and finds out that Bill is in the system as William B****. 

He enters William B****, selects the first entry and gets the error message again. Crap, this is Bill’s Eagle son who is now 

a MBC but not for camping. He selects the second William B*** and finally can select him. 

 

 



 

If the parent hasn’t given up the MBC is finally assigned. 

Or, you can enable your “invite counselor now” function for parents just in this one process (Using Merit Badge page) as 

you describe it for MBCs. It doesn’t allow the parent to do anything they can’t already do and it allows them to 

accomplish this task much more simply and with much less opportunity for error. They will still not have access to  

Desired Flow 

Using the Merit Badge page 

From a Scout’s Merit Badge page, where there is no counselor assigned, you will see an Invite Counselor Now button. 

Clicking the button will initiate a search for this page’s badge. 

 

When the search results appear, simply click the desired invite button, and the invitation will be sent to the selected 

counselor for the Scout on the Merit badge page you started from. 



 

Parent is done and scout can track his accomplishments. 

 


